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Paying Fuel in Workday Received in AssetWorks
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1. In Workday, in the search box, type “fin sup inv”  to find the supplier Invoices.
2. In the Suppler Invoice Number field, type in 
location where the fuel was received. You can 
narrow your search by selecting Invoice Date 
fields. 

3. Click Ok



Paying Fuel in Workday Received in AssetWorks
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4. All Fuel Receipts will show up here in Workday. The Invoice Number will be the PO# for Fuel in AssetWorks. If the Invoice 
amount sent to WD does not match your invoice amount from the fuel Vendor, either the quantity received is not correct or they 
received on the wrong day. 
For questions on fuel costs not matching, Contact Jean Gustafson in Purchasing. 



How to Troubleshoot  WD Payment Not = Fuel Invoice
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1. What to look for when the AW Fuel PO costs sent to WD do not match the Fuel Contractor Invoice.
1. Contact the person who ordered and received the fuel and help validate what the costs were in AssetWorks vs what 

was sent to WD.
• If they do not receipt it the same day or edit those costs for the day it was received, the costs will be incorrect.

2. If the Quantity received is correct for all Attribute (fuel type and additive) lines, then see if the Quantity delivered is 
correct. 

The next few pages of this job aid I have provided some information on how to look up an AW PO by status and see what 
the Fuel Quantities are, unit prices etc .

What if you receive an Invoice and no AW PO was sent to WD?
1. If they started the PO at Pending Status, they have not:

1. Open the PO 
2. No Text Value Costs 
3. Not Received the Qty
4. Not Sent to WD
How to fix:
1. Opened the PO 
2. Make sure the Attributes and Text Value Costs are correct
3. Receive in the correct the Qty on the ordered field, Correct Received Date
4. This will send the costs and AW PO information to WD

2. If the AW PO is at Open Status, the text value costs update daily. If they have not received the fuel in, they will need to 
receipt in the correct fuel quantity, adjust the text value costs for the day the fuel was received. Then the costs will 
send to WD. 

3. If the PO was not created, you will need to complete the entire AW PO process order and receive the correct quantity 
and edit the correct received prices in the Attributes text value fields. 

Note: WD is sending the status as in progress vs draft. They are working on this fix. 



Looking up AW PO information
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1. Go to the job Aid called “How to Receive Bulk Fuel in AssetWorks”
2. Once you find your location, look for the closed PO’s.
3. Click on the Define Filter button. 
4. In the status field, click on the       and select Closed. 
5. Change Has Open or Pending lines to blank. 
6. Click on the Apply Filter button. 

Note: You can Define this filter and save it for future use.  Name this Filter, click Save. 



Looking up AW PO information
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7. The list of Closed AW PO’s will appear for that location.
8. Click on the Purchase Order ID red hyperlink , this will take you to the PO that will provide costs sent to WD.

9. Click on the gray box with 1 to see the Receipt information sent to WD



Looking up AW PO information
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10. This will provide you the PO line Details and Receipt information. This shows the Total Cost sent to WD, Invoice #, Employee # 
that received the fuel in case you have questions.   



Fuel Calculations from Attributes Field in AssetWorks
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11. Here are the Attribute ID Qty and unit prices. See calculations - Text Value x Numeric Value = Total Cost 

Attribute Text Value 
($)

Numeric 
Value (Qty) Total Cost

Winter Addit $0.0390 110 $4.29 
ULS#2 $2.1828 95 $207.37 
SW100WR $6.0910 15 $91.37 
Total 110 $303.02 
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